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Using Objects and Other Realia When Touring   
 

The gallery’s Interactive Learning Station offers supplemental materials that may be 

incorporated into a tour. Items may include: photographs, maps, charts, and sample materials 

(e.g., silk or bronze). Objects/artifacts may duplicate gallery artifacts or help to illustrate 

concepts or ideas presented in the gallery. They may help to show how an object is made or used. 

In addition, an object list and object description are found in each Interactive Learning Station. 

The directions and kits for specific Table Activities are stored here.  

 

Docents may carry a bag or pouch containing objects and other realia from the Interactive 

Learning Station or cart to be used while touring. Docents may also use the top of the cart to set 

out specific objects or realia for visitors.  

 

It is important to remember that once a tour has been completed, all materials must be returned to 

the Interactive Learning Station. Do not leave anything unattended in the gallery or on top of the 

cart after you exit the gallery. 

 

Using supplemental materials enriches and enhances visitors’ experiences by extending the 

gallery’s showcase of artifacts. The use of such materials helps visitors to make connections, 

broaden their imaginations, and gain a deeper understanding of the gallery and culture presented. 

In short, visitors are invited to touch, see, hear, smell, and otherwise experience the gallery even 

though they are unable to interact directly with the Museum’s behind the glass artifacts.   

 

Numerous examples exist of ways to incorporate and create an interactive experience for visitors 

using the Interactive Learning Stations. Many are found on the Docent Website. Here are a few 

examples of how a Docent may enrich a tour of the Ancient Arts of China gallery: 

 

1. Bronze Bells 

 Show photograph of graduated sized bells on a wooden stand 

 Invite visitors to strike the bronze bell with the wooden stick provided to                        

make two different sounds 

2. Jade Bi/Jade Pig Dragon:   

 Have visitors hold jade pieces to feel weight, texture 

 Have visitors hold jade bi, discussing color, texture, shape 

 Show Moh’s Scale of Hardness, discuss abrasion techniques for “carving” jade used 

by ancient Chinese 

3. Bronze Mirror:   

 Have visitors hold bronze mirror, comparing reflection to a mirror today 

4. Photograph of Terra Cotta Warriors:   

 Have visitors look at miniature painted warrior, and discuss visual impact of 2000 

painted warriors 

5. Silk Robes:    

 Show folders with varied samples of silk fabric for visitors to touch 

 Show life cycle of silk worm and explain how silk is made 

 Visitors hold actual silk worm cocoons and hear rattle of dead worm inside 

 Show photographs of silk thread winding, silk worm eating mulberry leaves* 


